Complete Voting Solution in your Mobile
One may effectively argue that Information Technology aided e-governance is the
ultimate act of empowerment for the people. Especially now when internet has penetrated to
the grass-root level with the aid of mobile technology. As a result, e-governance has finally
reached the doorstep of common man. When this context coincides with the fact that most of
the present day voters are young and quite tech-savvy, use of mobile technology becomes
imperative in any SVEEP activity to be undertaken by Election Commission of India.
Similarly the rise of social media's importance in the lives of these young voters can be
utilized as an incentive to leverage the initiatives. By effectively integrating the same, we can
easily motivate the young voter to contribute in the process of nation building by voting and
voting ethically.

Target population
Interestingly this General elections-2014 will see over 1.79 lakh new voters on average
in each Parliamentary constituency. Of them, about 24 per cent, or around 43,000, will be firsttime voters, in the 18-19 age group.
On the other hand number of mobile internet users is going to reach 155 million in
India by the end of March 2014 and 185 million by June 2014 maintaining a Q-o-Q growth of
20%, according to the ‘Mobile Internet In India 2013’ report released by the Internet & Mobile
Association Of India (IAMAI) and IMRB International. The number of mobile internet users in
October 2013 was 110 million with 85 million users from Urban India and the rest 25 million
from Rural India. According to the report, Urban India will continue to account for a large
percentage of the Mobile Internet users across the country and is expected to reach 126
million by March 2014 and touch 153 million users by June 2014.
Across both Urban and Rural India, over 50% of the Active Internet users are accessing
internet on their mobile, apart from other sources. This is a clear indication that there has been
a huge uptake in consumption of this Mobile Internet medium.
These are significant figures and in light of these facts we propose our mobile
application iVote. Through this Android based mobile application we have tried to put the
basic utilities that are generally sought after by the general voters in a user friendly manner.

What is iVote?
iVote is an Android based user friendly mobile application which provides various
election related utility features like searching one’s EPIC details, finding directions to the one’s
polling booth, information about affidavits submitted by contesting candidates, a
comprehensive model code of conduct for ready reference and an easy complaint submission
mechanism.
“I” in name iVote signifies individual’s assertion over his/her right of voting as in “I
VOTE”, it also signifies that INDIA VOTES and lastly it explains the internet base of its utility
features as in “iPhone/iPad”
Below is the splash screen displaying the logo of iVote app along with the main menu
screen that has the following utility features:

1. Map2Booth
Finding one's polling booth can be an exercise of significant effort to any voter, especially
to young urban voters who are voting for the first time. However Election Commission of India
had successfully identified accurate Longitude and Latitudes of all of the pooling booths
throughout India so as to ascertain locations of all polling booths and these coordinates can be
pre fed into this mobile app and be used for providing directions to voters.
Further explaning on how this mechansim works , below are the three menu screens on
how the Icon map2booth when pressed would give the voter a choice to select his particular
booth location/number.

The User can easily select the parliamentary and assembly constituency from a drop down
menu and then can type in/select his polling booth number/location and press the “get
directions” tab.
Using the mobile’s GPS location and picking the coordinates from the database which is
pre-fed into the Mobile application, along with Google maps feature for finding directions to
desired location from one's current location, on the basis of Selection of parliamentary
constituency, assembly constituency and booth number, one can find exact directions to his
booth and also navigate through the route, making finding the booth a pleasurable exercise
and also a handy and helpful tool to voters.
This tool has an added feature of “Download voting slip” through which the user can
download non-photo voting slip, which would have all his details related to his voter

identification and the information can be easily used for the purpose on the polling day when
the voting slip details are required by the voters to cast their vote.
This tool would be extremely helpful to young first time voters and also female voters who
dont have to depend on anyone anymore to guide them to their polling booths.

2. Candidates’ Affidavits:
A true freedom of choice cannot be achieved in
absence of adequate and accurate information. With this
noble thought, Election Commission of India had made it
sure that every candidate should provide basic
information regarding himself along his family members
and his education, criminal background, assets and
liabilities etc. which will in turn help the voters to make
informed choice.
But Most of the time this critical information is
not that readily available to voters as when they need it
or they are not aware where to procure it from and thus
prevent them from making an informed choice.
In order to overcome this bottleneck, we propose
that detailed
information of
all
the
candidates of a
parliamentary constituency should be at the
fingertips of user as this is the most vital information
that he needs to exercise his or her democratic right,
the vote. Through this tool, the user can see the
Affidavit (form 26) filled by any candidate in a
particular parliamentary constituency during
nomination which as per the Election commission of
India instructions would now be available on the
website.

3. Model Code of Conduct
During the process of election the most and
sacrosanct are the does and don'ts for ensuring free
and fair election, also known as Model Code of

conduct (MCC) and as a concerned and law abiding citizen its everyone's duty to inform the
election authorities all the violations that are occurring in their vicinity.
These Model of Conduct guidelines for the political parties and candidates are
displayed on the splash screen on the left.
However these guidelines can be made more comprehensive by uploading the
guidelines regarding broadcasts and “paid news”.
Along with it, if required more informative material regarding Form 6, Form7, Form 8,Form 8A
can also be preloaded to the ready reference as per the directions of the Election Commission
of India

4.Complaint
As a concerned and law abiding citizen its everyone's
duty to inform the election authorities all the violations that
are occurring in their vicinity. However this complaint
registration process has to be a very simplistic one where
one can complain with utmost ease as many hurdles or
complicated processes will be counterproductive.
For this we propose that not only the process of
complaint registration should be overly simplified where
one has to just write his name, email id and details of
complaint and can send the complaint to authorities as the
contact details of the complaint centre for various districts
already pre-fed in the Mobile App.
Even if one wants to substantiate his complaint by
any pictures then all he has to do is to click one and use the
ATTACH feature to attach his/her picture with his/her
complaint

5. EPIC based Customization
The biggest problem that is faced by the voters is keeping track of their EPIC card details,
which in turn is needed for poll related queries like finding his booth, knowing his
constituency/candidate among others. Every detail of a voter is identifiable through his unique
EPIC card.
iVote entry screen provides the user to enter his EPIC number which when submitted
would allow the user to browse through the whole application with his unique EPIC details

already populated in the application interface. Benefits of entering EPIC Number is that it
allows the app to generate e-Voter Slip, go directly to voter’s polling booth location (no need
to remember polling booth number), display candidates of voter’s constituency only and
alleviate the requirement of submitting district name in complaint submission. This complete
customisation of all features of App allows a better individual experience.

Election Results:
Nothing related to Election process is called as complete until it includes the final counting
results and for that iVote App had offered Election Results on 16th May, 2014. These Election
results were provided in two formats:
1. Party-wise Results: National Level
2. State-wise Results: Constituency-wise results
We provided these results on Real-Time basis, as soon as they get updated on
Election Commission of India’s Result website, App was able to display them to its users.
By providing this, we had become the only application on Android that allowed voters to

have complete feature package i.e. e-Voter Slip, Direction to Booth, Candidate Affidavits,
Complaints and Result.

Path Ahead/Features Proposed
Form 06, 07 and 08
We propose that form number 06, 07 and 08 should be integrated and made available
vide this application so that this application can become single stop solution for all the basic
needs of a voter (or prospective voter). Idea is not to make Form 06, 07 and 08 available but
to make them mobile friendly so that common smartphone user can access these through his
low-end mobile.
Miscellaneous
We also propose to have BLO data along with directional data to booth so as to make
it comprehensive in terms of information as on regular days, for various purposes, people need
BLO information along with directions to their polling Booth. We also propose to make booth
level counting data available as this will help many interested people who, as on today have to
go through very cumbersome process to get this data from District Election Cell.

Scope of iVote
With this feature we propose to close the loop as after this our application will serve for:





Pre-election purposes such as new voter registration, deletion of name, change of
address or other information
During Election needs such as knowledge of contesting candidates, knowing model
code of conduct and easy complaint mechanism
On voting day needs such as e-Voter Slip, Tag my vote and Map2voting booth
After Voting needs such as push notifications for counting trends and results

Mobile app compatibility Android 2.1 and above

Technical support/ Data Requirements:
As per the suggestion by the Chief Election Commissioner, our Mobile App is not supposed to
have any in built data rather it should access and fetch the relevant data from public domain.
Therefore, access (only READ ACCESS) to following database is needed, that is already available
on the CEO Punjab’s website
1. Polling location /booth wise latitude –longitude coordinates of all the parliamentary
constituencies of Punjab
2. State-wide Voter EPIC detail stating voter’s name, constituency and polling booth
3. Statutory Affidavits submitted by the candidates along with their nomination forms
4. District-wise complaint centre details viz. Email ID, phone, address

Ideation
The idea of developing a user friendly mobile application for facilitation of voters has
come a long way since it has been conceptualized and developed and has resulted into iVote.
With the approval of CEO Punjab, iVote was developed and was presented to and been
approved by Election commission of India on 26th March, 2014. As per the suggestions and
changes mooted by the ECI, iVote was developed and was launched on 16th April, 2014 by CEO
Punjab for use in the state of Punjab during the current 2014 Loksabha elections. Launching of
iVote, through media campaign, received a decent media coverage. It was covered as a leading
story in all the major English, Hindi and vernacular dailies.

Launch & User Response
Despite the late and slow start, downloads started to pick up as many users started to give
their positive feedback and started to recommend iVote through word of mouth. Positive
mouth
publicity

was

vindicated

by

the fact that
many

people

from

other

countries have
also

browsed

through

the

application.
These
countries are mainly where Punjabi diaspora is situated such as USA, Canada, UK, Australia,
Indonesia etc.

Media Campaign / Outreach measures
Various

SMS

campaigns

were

launched at the CEO,
Punjab level and also
at the district level by
sending informational
messages,

urging

people to make use of
the mobile application
for their voting woes.
The SMS campaigns helped the application to take off in a short period of time across the state
and download started to pick up dramatically. There were total 75,516 potential users as on
05th June, 2014, who clicked on the given link for downloading the mobile application and
browsed through the application.

Within no time the first
milestone

was

achieved within 8 days
of

launching

the

application with 10,000
downloads

by

April,

2014.

surge

in

24th
These

downloads

resulted in huge user
base

who

supported

later
the

application by further

recommending it in their circle and thus providing a steady flow. As on 25th May, 2014 the total
actual downloads for iVote were 25,494, which is a decent figure given the fact that many other

election related mobile applications have failed to reach even 5000+ downloads mark.
Here it is pertinent to note that during SMS campaign it’s been noticed that though
there were around 75,000 clicks on the downloading link yet only 25,494 downloads resulted
and one of the major reasons for that because many users in Punjab who checked out the link
were using some other platform than Android. For Example out of 75,000 clicks only 44,000
people had android based smart phone (which is the current target base for iVote) and
remaining users were having other platforms than android like iOS or Windows. This implies
that in future course iVote should also be available on more platforms other than android
based smart phones to facilitate almost all the user base.

Impact & Feedback
These insight leads to conclude
that in general android based smart
phone users, who made use of the
application,

generally

liked

the

concept. This positive attitude towards
iVote gets further vindicated but the
fact that iVote was reviewed by 647
users out of the total users who had

downloaded the application through Google Play Store and out of these 537 reviews (more
than 85 %) were very encouraging and are positive (Four stars or above). People, who reviewed
the application praised the application for its Simplicity, Functionality, user interface and
overall user experience. Here it’s interesting to note that negative review were few and mainly
because that on various occasions the NIC server that is hosting the database, crashed and
thus application couldn’t return result of user query.
The reason given for this sudden crashes that there were too many queries coming and server
got overloaded.This led us to propose better server capacity for election related database
because many people who are in need of information yet using the website portal discourages
them but with the ease offered by iVote, they tend to seek information more regularly. This
means that with spread of iVote more queries will be generated and thus the server needs to
be adequately equipped to handle them.

Limitations/ Scope
In their reviews, user also demanded certain more features such as printing/saving
option for the voter slip generated by iVote and search option of name based search for EPIC
ID.

These

features

were

server dependent as despite
the fact these features could
have easily offered yet could
not be put to use because of
server issues. The reason
behind this bottleneck was
that though the web service
for these features had been
developed yet it couldn’t be installed on web servers as the version of ASP framework on web
server was a old version and thus couldn’t support the web service developed for the feature.
It can be summed up that iVote successfully tried to deliver a smooth user experience
for voter facilitation which is prime objective of SVEEP-II under the guidelines of ECI yet much
is desired as through iVote the expectation level of voters has been raised and they desire a

better service delivery and extended options. Through iVote the users have now experienced
that election related information can be accessed without much hassle and that too with the
comfort their smartphone. It is proposed that this positivism should be tapped and furthered
by offering more user friendly features. It is also noteworthy to mention that many users had
expressed their desire to have a national version of iVote that the facility can be extended to
all the states as in the virtual world the boundaries of the states seems to vanish and its
becomes a open world for the flow of information .

